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The Newest Sensation In The Golf Cart Industry

A Northern Ireland Engineering Company has an invention that is causing a sensation amongst
Golf Cart Users.

(PRWEB) October 18, 2003 -- The 4 wheeled vehicles are used extensively by golfers but are also widely used
in industry, resorts, hospitals and colleges and particularly in community villages where it is often the sole
means of transport. There are many millions in use in US.

A new cart is generally sold with a roof and windscreen with the sides and rear left open and the only weather
protection available is a vinyl fabric enclosure.

There is a drawback in the doors of the vinyl covers. The doors consist of roll up flaps secured with long zip
fasteners at each side. Many, particularly the elderly cannot operate the doors properly.

The new US Patented invention is a rigid transparent enclosure with aluminium frames and the main feature is a
large sliding access door at each side. It is engineered to last the life of the cart and it is engineered for
installation on all new and existing carts.

Because the Enclosure keeps the hot air out and the cold air in, MEE is able to offer the first battery powered
air conditioning kit for golf carts in US.

MEE wish to seek participants for Distribution and Dealers throughout US and Canada.

Custom Carts of Sarasota have been appointed Distributor for the State of Florida.

They are creating a dealer network in the State and hold stocks for all makes of golf carts, including 4, 6 and 8
Passenger Shuttles. They also have stock of air con kits

Stocks for ground freight delivery are held at Charleston SC.

The complete range of Enclosures and the Air Con System can be seen at the PGA 2004 Merchandise Show in
Orlando in January 2004, Stand # 7234.
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Contact Information
Lynda Nixon
MEE
http://www.meeinc.com
011442892606720

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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